Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems are widely used in various applications such as supply chain management, inventory control, and object tracking. Identifying RFID tags in a given tag population is the most fundamental operation in RFID systems. While the Tree Walking (TW) protocol has become the industrial standard for identifying RFID tags, little is known about the mathematical nature of this protocol and only some ad-hoc heuristics exist for optimizing it. In this paper, first, we analytically model the TW protocol, and then using that model, propose the Tree Hopping (TH) protocol that optimizes TW both theoretically and practically. The key novelty of TH is to formulate tag identification as an optimization problem and find the optimal solution that ensures the minimal average number of queries. With this solid theoretical underpinning, for different tag population sizes ranging from 100 to 100K tags, TH significantly outperforms the best prior tag identification protocols on the metrics of the total number of queries per tag, the total identification time per tag, and the average number of responses per tag by an average of 50%, 10%, and 30%, respectively, when tag IDs are uniformly distributed in the ID space, and of 26%, 37%, and 26%, respectively, when tag IDs are non-uniformly distributed.
INTRODUCTION

Background and Problem Statement
As the cost of commercial RFID tags, which is as low as 5 cents per tag [21] , has become negligible compared to the prices of the products to which they are attached, RFID systems are being increasingly used in various applications such as supply chain management [13] , indoor localization [18] , 3D positioning [27] , object tracking [17] , inventory control, electronic toll collection, and access control [5, 16] . For example, Walmart has started to use RFID tags to track jeans and underwear for better inventory control. An RFID system consists of tags and readers. A tag is a microchip combined with an antenna in a compact package that has limited computing power and communication range. There are two types of tags: (1) passive tags, which do not have their own power source, are powered up by harvesting the radio frequency energy from readers, and have communication ranges often less than 20 feet; (2) active tags, which come with their own power sources and have relatively longer communication ranges. A reader has a dedicated power source with significant computing power. RFID systems mostly work in a query-response fashion where a reader transmits queries to a set of tags and the tags respond with their IDs over a shared wireless medium. This paper addresses the fundamental RFID tag identification problem, namely reading all IDs of a given set of tags, which is needed in almost all RFID systems. Because tags respond over a shared wireless medium, tag identification protocols are also called collision arbitration, tag singulation, or tag anti-collision protocols. Tag identification protocols need to be scalable as the number of tags that need to be identified could be as large as tens of thousands with the increasing adoption of RFID tags. An RFID system with a large number of tags may require multiple readers with overlapping regions. In this paper, we first focus on the single reader version of the tag identification problem and then extend our solution to the multiple reader problem.
Summary and Limitations of Prior Art
The industrial standard, EPCGlobal Class 1 Generation 2 (C1G2) RFID [9] , adopted two tag identification protocols, namely framed slotted Aloha and Tree Walking (TW). In framed slotted Aloha, a reader first broadcasts a value f to the tags in its vicinity where f represents the number of time slots present in a forthcoming frame. Then each tag whose inventory bit is 0 randomly picks a time slot in the frame and replies during that slot. Each C1G2 compliant tag has (3, (a) Nodes visited using TW protocol (b) Nodes visited using TH protocol 1 Figure 1 : Identifying a population of 9 tags over ID space of 2 4 using Tree Walking and Tree Hopping an inventory bit, which is initialized to be 0. In any slot, if exactly one tag responds, the reader successfully gets the ID of that tag and issues a command to the tag to change its inventory bit to 1. The key limitation of framed slotted Aloha is that it can not identify large tag populations due to the finite possible size of f , which is typically no more than 512 [23] . Qian et al. have shown that framed slotted Aloha is most efficient when f is equal to the number of tags [20] . Therefore, although theoretically any arbitrarily large tag population can be identified by indefinitely increasing the frame size, practically this is infeasible because during the entire identification process, Aloha based protocols require all tags, including those that have been identified, to stay powered up and listen to all the messages from the reader in order to maintain the value of the inventory bit. This results in high instability because any intermittent loss of power at a tag will set its inventory bit back to 0, leading the tag to contend in the subsequent frame. The instability of Aloha based protocols has formally been proven by Rosenkrantz and Towsley in [22] . TW is a fundamental multiple access protocol, which was first invented by U.S. Army for testing soldiers for syphilis during World War II [4] . TW was proposed as an RFID tag identification protocol by Law et al. in [12] . In TW, a reader first queries 0 and all the tags whose IDs start with 0 respond. If result of the query is a successful read (i.e., exactly one tag responds) or an empty read (i.e., no tag responds), the reader queries 1 and all the tags whose IDs start with 1 respond. If the result of the query is a collision, the reader generates two new query strings by appending a 0 and a 1 to the previous query string and queries the tags with these new query strings. All the tags whose IDs start with the new query string respond. This process continues until all the tags have been identified. This identification process is essentially a partial Depth First Traversal (DFT) on the complete binary tree over the tag ID space, and the actual traversal forms a binary tree where the leaf nodes represent successful or empty reads and the internal nodes represent collisions. Figure 1(a) shows the tree walking process for identifying 9 tags over a tag ID space of size 2 4 . Here a successful read node is one that an identification protocol visits and there is exactly one tag in the subtree rooted at this node, an empty read node is one that an identification protocol visits and there is no tag in the subtree rooted at this node, and a collision node is one that an identification protocol visits and there are more than one tags in the subtree rooted at this node. The key limitation of TW based protocols is that they visit a large number of collision nodes in the binary tree. Although several heuristics have been proposed to reduce the number of visits to collision nodes [15, 19] , all these heuristics based methods are not guaranteed to minimize such futile visits. Prior Aloha-TW hybrid protocols also have this limitation.
System Model
As most commercially available tags and readers already comply with the C1G2 standard, we do not assume changes to either tags or the physical protocol that they use to communicate with readers. We assume that readers can be reprogrammed to adopt new tag identification software. For reliable tag identification, we are given the probability of successful query-response communication between the reader and a tag.
Proposed Approach
To address the fundamental limitations that lie in the heuristic nature of prior TW based protocols, we propose a new approach to tag identification called Tree Hopping (TH). The key novel idea of TH is to formulate the tag identification problem as an optimization problem and find the optimal solution that ensures the minimal expected number of queries (i.e., nodes visited on the binary tree). In TH, we first quickly estimate the tag population size. Second, based on the estimated tag population size, we calculate the optimal level to start tree traversal so that the expected number of queries is minimal, hop directly to the left most node on that level, and then perform DFT on the subtree rooted at that node. Third, after that subtree is traversed, we reestimate the size of remaining unidentified tag population, re-calculate the new optimal level, hop directly to the new optimal node, and perform DFT on the subtree rooted at that node. Hopping to optimal nodes in this manner skips a large number of collision nodes. This process continues until all the tags have been identified. Figure 1(b) shows the nodes traversed by TH for the same population of 9 tags as in Figure 1(a) . Here a skipped node is one that TW visits but TH does not. We can see that TH traverses 11 nodes to identify these 9 tags. In comparison, TW traverses 16 nodes as shown in Figure 1(a) . This difference scales significantly as tag population size increases.
Population Size Estimation
TH first uses a framed slotted Aloha based method to quickly estimate the tag population size. For this, TH requires each tag to respond to the reader with a probability q. As C1G2 compliant tags do not support this probabilistic responding, we implement this by "virtually" extending the frame size 1 q times. To estimate the tag population size, the reader announces a frame size of 1 q but terminates it after the first slot. The reader issues several single-slot frames while reducing q with a geometric distribution (i.e., q = 1 2 i−1 in the i-th frame) until the reader gets an empty slot. Suppose the empty slot occurred in the i-th frame, TH estimates the tag population size to be 1.2897 × 2 i−2 based on Flajolet and Martin's algorithm used in databases [6] .
Finding Optimal Level
To determine the optimal level γop that TH directly hops to, we first calculate the expected number of nodes that TH will visit if it starts DFTs from nodes on any given level γ. Let b be the number of bits in each tag ID (which is 64 for C1G2 compliant tags), then, we have 1 ≤ γ ≤ b. If γ is small, more collision nodes will be visited while if it is large, more empty read nodes will be visited. Our objective is to calculate an optimal level γop that will result in the smallest number of nodes visited. To find γop, we first derive the expression for calculating the expected number of nodes visited by TH if TH directly hops to level γ. Then we calculate the value of γ which minimizes this expression. This value of γ is the value of optimal level γop. We present the technical details of finding γop in Section 3.
Population Size Re-estimation
If the tags that we want to identify are uniformly distributed in the ID space [0, 2 b − 1], then performing DFTs from each node on level γop will result in minimum number of nodes visited. However, in reality, the tags may not be uniformly distributed. In such cases, each time when the DFT of a subtree is finished, TH needs to re-estimate the total tag population size to find the next optimal level and the hoping destination node. TH performs the re-estimation as follows. Let z be the first tag population size estimated using the Aloha based method, x be the number of tags that have been identified, and s be the size of the tag ID space covered by the nodes visited. Naturally, z − x is an estimate of the remaining tag population size; however, we cannot use this estimate to calculate the next optimal level because the remaining leftover ID space may not form a complete binary tree. Instead, based on the node density in the remaining ID space, TH extrapolates the total tag population size to be
b and uses it to find the next hopping destination node. Note that if tags are uniformly distributed, we have
Finding Hopping Destination
Each time after a DFT is done and the new optimal level is recalculated, TH needs to find the next node to hop to, which may not be the leftmost node on the optimal level. Consider the example shown in Figure 1(b) . Assuming a uniform distribution, the optimal level to start the DFT is 3. In this paper, we use (l, p) to denote the p th node on level l. TH performs DFTs on the subtrees of nodes (3, 0) to (3, 5) and identifies 8 out of 9 tags. Based on the number of remaining tags after the last DFT, which is 1, the optimal level for the next hop is changed from 3 to 1. However, if TH starts the DFT from the leftmost node on level 1, which is (1, 0), it will result in identifying all tags in its subtree again which is wasteful. Similarly, if TH starts the DFT from the second leftmost node on level 1, which is (1, 1), it will visit the subtree of (2, 2), which is wasteful as all the tags in the subtree of (2, 2) have already been identified. Similarly, if there had been a third leftmost node on the new optimal level and if TH starts the DFT from that third left most node, it will not visit the subtree of (2, 3), resulting in tag (4, 13) not being identified. To avoid both scenarios, i.e., some subtrees being traversed multiple times and some subtrees with tags not being traversed, after the optimal level is recalculated, TH hops to the root of the largest subtree that can contain the next tag to be identified but does not contain any previously identified tag. The level at which this root is located can not be smaller than the new optimal level. For the example in Figure 1(b) , after the subtree rooted at node (2, 2) has been traversed, the recalculated optimal level is 1 and the next node that TH hops to is (2, 3) .
Our experimental results in Figure 2 show that when the tags are not uniformly distributed in the ID space, our technique of dynamically adjusting γop according to the leftover population size significantly reduces the total number of queries and the average number of responses per tag. The two curves "TH w re-estimation-Seq" and "TH w/o reestimation-Seq" show the total number of queries needed, respectively, with and without the dynamic adjustment of γop for non-uniformly distributed tag IDs. For example, for 10K tags, this dynamic level adjustment reduces the total number of queries by 31.5%. Our experimental results in Figure 2 also show that when the tags are uniformly distributed in the ID space, there is no need to dynamically adjust γop. The two curves "TH w re-estimation-Uni" and "TH w/o reestimation-Uni" show the total number of queries needed, respectively, with and without the dynamic adjustment for uniformly distributed tag IDs. These two curves are quite close because for uniformly distributed tag IDs, γop does not usually change after each DFT and thus the benefit of dynamically adjusting γop is relatively small. 
RELATED WORK
We review existing tag identification protocols, which can be classified as nondeterministic, deterministic, or hybrid protocols.
Nondeterministic Identification Protocols
Existing such protocols are either based on framed slotted Aloha [28] or Binary Splitting (BS) [2] . As we discussed above, Aloha based protocols only work for small tag populations. In BS [2] , the identification process starts with the reader asking the tags to respond. If more than one tag responds, BS divides and subdivides the population into smaller groups until each group has only one or no tag. This process of random subdivision incurs a lot of collisions. Furthermore, BS requires the tags to perform operations that are not supported by the C1G2 standard. ABS is a BS based protocol that is designed for continuous identification of tags [14] .
Deterministic Identification Protocols
There are 3 such protocols: (1) the basic TW protocol [12] , (2) the Adaptive Tree Walking (ATW) protocol [24] , and (3) the TW-based Smart Trend Traversal (STT) protocol [19] . ATW is an optimized version of TW that always starts DFTs from the level of log z, where z is the size of tag population. This is the traditional wisdom for optimizing TW. The key limitation of ATW is that it is optimal only when all tag IDs are evenly spaced in the ID space; however, this is often not true in real-world applications. In contrast, during the identification process, our TH protocol adaptively chooses the optimal level to hop to based on distribution of IDs. STT improves TW using some ad-hoc heuristics to select prefixes for next queries based upon the type of response to previous queries. It assumes that the number of tags identified in the past k queries is the same as the number of tags that will be identified in the next k queries. This may not be true in reality.
Hybrid Identification Protocols
Hybrid protocols combine features from nondeterministic and deterministic protocols. There are two major such protocols: Multi slotted scheme with Assigned Slots (MAS) [15] and Adaptively Splitting-based Arbitration Protocol (ASAP) [20] . MAS is a TW-based protocol in which each tag that matches the reader's query picks up one of the f time slots to respond. For large populations, due to the finite practical size of f ≤ 512, for queries corresponding to higher levels in the binary tree, the response in each of the f slots is most likely a collision, which increases the identification time. ASAP divides and subdivides the tag population until the size of each subset is below a certain threshold and then applies Aloha on each subset. For this, ASAP requires tags to be able to pick slots using a geometric distribution, which makes it incompliant with the C1G2 standard. Furthermore, subdividing the population before the actual identification is in itself very time consuming.
OPTIMAL TREE HOPPING
After quick population size estimation using Flajolet and Martin's algorithm [6] , TH needs to find the optimal level to hop to. First, we derive an expression to calculate the expected number of queries (i.e., the number of nodes that TH will visit) if it starts DFTs from the nodes on level γ, assuming that tags are uniformly distributed in the ID space. Second, as the derived expression is too complex to calculate the optimal value of γ that minimizes the expected number of queries by simply differentiating the expression with respect to γ, we present a numerical method to calculate the optimal level γop. If tags are not uniformly distributed, each time when the DFT on a node is completed, as stated in Section 1.4, TH re-estimates the total population size based on the initial estimate and the number of tags that have been identified, re-calculates the new optimal level, and finds the hopping destination node. Table 1 summarizes the symbols used in this paper. node whose top-to-down vertical level is 1 ≤ l ≤ b and left-to-right horizontal position is 0 ≤ p ≤ 2 b − 1 z estimated number of tags in the population γ level from which TH performs DFTs γop optimal level to perform DFTs q tag response probability used in estimation I(l, p)
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Average Number of Queries
Let random variable T denote the total number of nodes that TH visits to identify all tags. Note that each node visit corresponds to one reader query. We next calculate E[T ]. Let I(l, p) be an indicator random variable whose value is 1 if and only if node (l, p) is visited. Thus, T is the sum of I(l, p) for all l and all p.
Let P {(l, p)} be the probability that TH visits node (l, p). Thus, E[T ] can be expressed as follows:
Next, we focus on expressing P {(l, p)} using variable γ, where γ denotes the level that TH hops to. Recall that TH skips all nodes on levels from 1 to γ − 1 and performs DFT on each of the 2 γ nodes on level γ, where 1 ≤ γ ≤ b. Note that the root node of the whole binary tree is always meaningless to visit as it corresponds to a query of length 0. Here P {(l, p)} is calculated differently depending on whether node (l, p) is the left child of its parent or the right. Let P l {(l, p)} and Pr {(l, p)} denote the probability of visiting (l, p) when (l, p) is the left and right child of its parent, respectively. If the estimated total number of tags z is zero, then P l {(l, p)} = Pr {(l, p)} = 0 for all l and p. Below we assume z > 0. As TH skips all nodes from levels 1 to γ − 1, we have
As TH performs DFT from each node on level γ, it visits each node on this level. Thus, we have
For each remaining level γ < l ≤ b, when (l, p) is the left child of its parent, P l {(l, p)} is equal to the probability that the parent of (l, p) is a collision node. When (l, p) is the right child of its parent, if the parent is a collision node and (l, p − 1) is an empty read node, then (l, p) will also be a collision node. Thus, instead of visiting (l, p), TH should directly hop to the left child of (l, p). Therefore, Pr {(l, p)} is equal to the probability that the parent of (l, p) is a collision node and (l, p − 1) is not an empty read node. Let k denote the number of tags covered by the parent of node (l, p) (i.e., the number of tags that are in the subtree rooted at the parent of (l, p)). Let m = 2 b−l+1 denote the maximum number of tags that the parent of (l, p) can cover and n = 2 b denote the number of tags in the whole ID space. The probability that the parent of (l, p) covers k of z tags follows a hypergeometric distribution:
Let Pe be the probability that the parent of (l, p) is an empty read. Thus,
Let Ps be the probability that the parent of (l, p) is a successful read. Thus,
Let Pc be the probability that the parent of (l, p) is a collision node. Thus,
Next we calculate P l {(l, p)} and Pr {(l, p)} for γ < l ≤ b for the following three cases: n − m < z − 1, n − m = z − 1, and n − m > z − 1. Note that n − m is the size of the ID space that is not covered by the parent of (l, p), and z − k is the remaining number of tags that are not covered by the parent of (l, p). Thus, z − k ≤ n − m.
In this case, z − k ≤ n − m < z − 1, which means k ≥ 2. Thus, as the parent of (l, p) covers at least two tags, it must be a collision node, i.e. Pc = 1. Thus, if (l, p) is the left child of its parent, TH for sure visits it:
If (l, p) is the right child of its parent, TH visits it if and only if node (l, p − 1), which is the left sibling of (l, p), is not an empty read. If (l, p − 1) is an empty read, as its parent is a collision node, (l, p) must also be a collision node, which means that TH will directly visit the left child of (l, p) instead of (l, p). The size of the ID space covered by
covers at least one tag, which means that (l, p − 1) is not an empty read and TH for sure visits (l, p), i.e., Pr {(l, p)} = 1. If n − m 2 > z − 1, then the probability that TH visits (l, p) is equal to the probability that (l, p − 1) is not an empty read, which is 1 − n− m 2 z / n z based on Equation (6) . Finally, we have
In this case, z − k ≤ n − m = z − 1, which means k ≥ 1. As the parent of (l, p) covers k ≥ 1 tags, the probability of the parent of (l, p) being an empty read is 0 and the probability of the parent of (l, p) being a successful read is m
based on Equation (7) . If (l, p) is the left child of its parent, then TH visits it if and only if the parent of (l, p) is a collision node. Thus, the probability of visiting (l, p) is equal to the probability of the parent of (l, p) being a collision node, which is equal to 1 − Pe − Ps. Thus, we have
If (l, p) is the right child of its parent, then TH visits it if and only if both the parent of (l, p) is a collision node and (l, p−1) is not an empty read. The probability that the parent of (l, p) is a collision node is 1 − m/ n z as calculated above. Given that the parent of (l, p) is a collision node, the probability that (l, p − 1) is an empty read is
Case 3. n − m > z − 1. In this case, k ≥ 0. Similar to the above calculations, based on Equations (6) and (7), we have:
Finally, Equations (3) through (14) completely define the probabilities P l {(l, p)} and Pr {(l, p)}. Note that as tags are uniformly distributed, the probability of visiting node (l, p) is independent of the horizontal position p.
The expected number of queries can now be calculated using Theorem 1. 
When γ = 1, Equation (15) is also the analytical model for calculating expected number of queries of TW protocol.
Calculating Optimal Hopping Level
Equation (15) shows that E[T ] is a function of γ as n = 2 b , m = 2 b−l+1 , and b is given. For any given z, we want to find the optimal level γ = γop so that E[T ] is minimal. The conventional approach to finding the optimal variable value that minimizes a given function is to differentiate the function with respect to that variable, equate the resulting expression to zero, and solve the equation to obtain the optimal variable value. However, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to use this approach to find the optimal level because Equation (15) for calculating E[T ] is too complex.
Next, we present a numerical method to find the optimal level. First, we define normalized E[T ] as the ratio of E[T ] to tag population size. Figure 3 shows the plots of normalized E[T ] vs. the number of tags for different γ values ranging from 1 to b (here we used b = 10 for illustration). From this figure, we observe that for any tag population size, there is a unique optimal value of γ. For example, for a population of 600 tags, γop = 9. Second, we define crossover points as follows: for a given ID length b, the crossover points are the tag population sizes c0 = 0, c1, c2, · · · , c b+1 = 2 b such that for any tag population size in [ci, ci+1) (0 ≤ i ≤ b), γop = i. These crossover points are essentially the x-coordinates of the intersection points of the normalized E[T ] curves of consecutive values of γ in Figure 3 . Thus, the value of ci can be obtained by putting z = ci and numerically solving E[T, γ = i − 1] = E[T, γ = i] for ci using the bisection method. Once ci is calculated for each 1 ≤ i ≤ b, γop for a given z can be obtained by simply identifying the unique interval [ci, ci+1) in which z lies and then using γop = i. The solid line in Figure 3 is plotted using the values of γop obtained using the proposed strategy. As values of ci only depend on b, it is a one time cost to calculate them. Table  2 tabulates the values of ci obtained using this strategy for b = 64.
We next conduct an analytical comparison between the expected number of queries for TH and that for TW. Figure  4 shows the expected number of queries for TH, which is calculated using Equation (15) using γ = γop, and that for TW, which is calculated using Equation (15) using γ = 1, for 64 bit tag IDs. We observe that TH significantly outperforms TW for the expected number of queries. For example, for a population of 10K tags, the expected number of queries for TH is only 54% of that for TW. We will present detailed experimental comparison between TH and other identification protocols in Section 5.
Maximum Number of Queries
Although the primary goal of our TH protocol is to minimize the average number of queries, next, we analyze the maximum number of queries of TH and analytically show that it is still smaller than that of TW. The maximum number of queries that TH may need to identify z tags with b-bit IDs is shown in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. Let V denote the number of queries that TH may need to identify a population of z ≥ 2 tags with b-bit
IDs using γ = γop. We have
Let VT W denote the number of queries that TW may need to identify z ≥ 2 tags with b-bit IDs. The upper bound of VT W is given as follows (proven in [12] ):
Because z ≥ 2, we have VT W ≤ z(b + 1) − 1. When z tags are uniformly distributed in the ID space, TH essentially performs TW on all subtrees rooted at nodes on level γop. Let θ0 and θ1 denote the number of subtrees covering 0 and 1 tags, respectively. For these θ0 +θ1 subtrees, TH only visits the roots, which are at level γop. Let α denote the number of remaining subtrees (i.e., α = 2 γop − θ0 − θ1) and Ti denote a subtree covering zi ≥ 2 tags. For each subtree Ti, the maximum number of nodes that TH visits is zi(b − γop + 1) − 1. Summing all 2 γop subtrees, we have
The right hand side (RHS) of Equation (18) is maximized when θ0 is maximized and θ1 is minimized, which happens when all z tag IDs are contiguous and they start from the left most leaf of a subtree at level γop. In this case, the number of subtrees with tags are The proof above gives us the insight that TH requires fewer queries when the tag IDs are distributed more uniformly in the ID space. Intuitively, this makes sense because the more the tag IDs are distributed uniformly, the fewer the number of collisions encountered by TH. Experimentally, our results shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b) in Section 5 also confirm this insight: for the same number of tags, the number of queries needed by TH when tags are uniformly distributed is less than that when tags are non-uniformly distributed.
We now conduct an analytical comparison between the maximum number of queries for TH and that for TW. Figure  5 shows the maximum number of queries for TH, which is calculated using the RHS of Equation (16) , and that for TW, which is calculated using the RHS of Equation (17), for 64 bit tag IDs. We observe that TH again outperforms TW for the maximum number of queries, although slightly. For example, for a population of 10K tags, the maximum number of queries for TH is 93% of that for TW.
Algorithms 1 through 4 show the pseudocode of TH.
DISCUSSION
Reliable Tag Identification
So far we have assumed that the communication channel between the reader and tags is reliable, which means that each tag can receive the query from the reader and the reader can receive either the response if only one tag responds or the collision if more than one tag respond. However, this assumption often does not hold in reality because wireless communication medium is inherently unreliable. There are two existing schemes for making tag identification reliable. Provide the reader with f /pi and a random seed Ri.
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Run Aloha on reader and get the response. the union of sets of IDs of other tags reported by each responding tag. If the sets are not equal, the whole process is repeated again to ensure that the missed tags are identified. This scheme has two weaknesses. First, this scheme does not comply with the C1G2 standard. Second, it assumes that the tag population remains static for the lifetime of tags as each tag is hard coded with some other tags' IDs. The second scheme is to run an identification protocol on the same population several times until probability of missing a tag falls below a threshold [7, 10] . They estimate the probability of missing a tag based upon the number of tags that were identified in some runs of the protocol but not in others.
While we can use the C1G2 compliant scheme proposed in [7, 10] to make TH reliable, i.e., repeatedly run TH until the required reliability is achieved. We observe that in this scheme, the leaf nodes in the binary tree are queried multiple times. This is wasteful of time for the nodes that the reader successfully reads. To eliminate such waste, we propose to query each node multiple times, instead of querying the whole binary tree multiple times. We define the reliability of successfully reading a tag to be the probability that both the tag receives the query from the reader and the reader receives the response from the tag. For this, we calculate the maximum number of times the reader should transmit a query, which is denoted by β. Let g and u be the given and required reliability of successfully reading a tag, respectively. Thus, the probability of successfully identifying a tag is 1 − (1 − g) β . Equating it to u, we get:
Our scheme of reliable tag identification works as follows: for each non-terminal node in the binary tree that TH needs to visit, TH transmits a query corresponding to that node β times; for each terminal node, TH keeps transmitting the query corresponding to that node until either that query has been transmitted β times or the reader successfully receives the tag ID.
The optimization technique of stop transmitting the query corresponding to a terminal on a successful read significantly reduces the total number of queries. Figure 6 plots the expected number of queries per tag for the reliable TH protocol with and without this optimization. For example, for a population of 50000 tags, the number of queries per tag are reduced by 24%.
Continuous Scanning
In some applications, the tag population may change over time (i.e., tags leave and join the population dynamically). We adapt the continuous scanning strategy proposed by Myung et al. in [14] . In the first scanning of the whole tag population, TH records the queries that resulted in successful or empty reads. If the tag population does not change, by perfoming DFTs on the subtrees rooted at successful and empty read nodes of the previous scan, TH experiences no collision. If some new tags join the population, some of the successful read nodes of the previous scan can now turn into collision nodes and some empty read nodes can turn into successful or collision nodes. If some old tags leave the population, some successful read nodes will become empty read nodes. If any of the new empty read nodes happens to be a sibling of another empty read node, then TH discards these two nodes from the record and stores the location of their parent because the parent is also an empty read node. This strategy works well when the tag population size either remains static or increases. However, when the tag population decreases, the best choice is to re-execute TH for the subsequent scan.
Multiple Readers
An application with a large number of RFID tags requires multiple readers with overlapping regions because a single reader can not cover all tags due to the short communication range of tags (usually less than 20 feet). The use of multiple readers introduces several new types of collisions such as reader-reader collisions and reader-tag collisions. Such collisions can be handled by reader scheduling protocols such as those proposed in [3, 25, 26, 29] . TH is compatible with all of these reader scheduling protocols.
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
We implemented TH and all the 8 prior tag identification protocols in Matlab, namely the 3 nondeterministic protocols (Aloha [28] , BS [2] , and ABS [14] ), the 3 deterministic protocols (TW [12] , ATW [24] , and STT [19] ), and the 2 hybrid protocols (MAS [15] and ASAP [20] ). As ATW starts DFTs from the level of log z which may not be a whole number, we present results for ATW by both ceiling and flooring the values of log z and representing them with ATW-c and ATW-f respectively. In terms of implementation complexity, TH and all the 8 prior protocols are implemented in the similar number of lines of code. We performed extensive testing, both manually and automatically, to ensure the correctness of each protocol implementation.
We performed the side-by-side comparison with TH, although this comparison is not completely fair for TH for two reasons. First, 3 of these 8 protocols (i.e., BS, ABS, and ASAP) require modification to tags and thus do not work with standard C1G2 tags, whereas TH is fully compliant with C1G2. Second, for the framed slotted Aloha, to its best advantage, we choose the frame size to be the ideal size, which is equal to the tag population size, disregarding the practical limitations on the frame sizes. We choose tag ID length to be the C1G2 standard 64 bits. We performed the comparison for both the uniform case (where the tag population is uniformly distributed in the ID space) and the non-uniform case (where the tag population is not uniformly distributed in the ID space). For the uniform case, we range tag population sizes from 100 to 100, 000 to evaluate the scalability of these protocols. For the non-uniform case, we distribute tag populations in blocks where each block is a continuous sequence of tag IDs. We range block sizes from 5 to 1000. Our motivation for simulating non-uniform distribution in blocks is that in some applications, such as supply chains, tag IDs often come in such blocks when they are manufactured. For each tag population size, we run each protocol 100 times and report the mean. We compare TH with prior protocols from both reader and tag perspectives.
Reader Side Comparison
For the reader side, we compared TH with the 8 prior protocols based on the following two metrics: (1) normalized reader queries and (2) identification speed. Normalized reader queries is the ratio of the number of queries that the reader transmits to identify a tag population divided by the number of tags in the population. Similarly, identification speed is the total time that the reader takes to identify a tag population divided by the number of tags in that population.
In general, more queries implies more identification time. However, identification time is not strictly in proportion to the number of queries because different queries may take different amounts of time. According to [8] and [9] , the time for a successful read ts, an empty read te, and a collision tc are 3ms, 0.3ms, 1.5ms, respectively.
For each metric, in Table 3 , we show the value of TH divided by that for the best prior C1G2 compliant protocol for this metric in the corresponding category of nondeterministic, deterministic, or hybrid. Note that the only prior C1G2 compliant nondeterministic tag identification protocol is the framed slotted Aloha and the only prior C1G2 compliant hybrid tag identification protocol is MAS. There are 3 prior C1G2 compliant deterministic tag identification protocols: TW, ATW, and STT. We report min, max, and mean for these ratios for tag populations ranging from 100 to 100, 000.
For the two metrics defined above, the absolute performance of TH and all prior 8 tag identification protocols is shown in Figures 7(a) to 8(b) , for both uniform and nonuniform distributions. Note that for non-uniform distributions, we fix the tag population size to be 5000 and range the block size from 5 to 1000.
Normalized Reader Queries
TH reduces the normalized reader queries of the best prior C1G2 compliant nondeterministic, deterministic, and hybrid tag identification protocols by an average of 82%, 50%, and 61%, respectively, for uniformly distributed tag populations, and by an average of 78%, 26%, and 67%, respectively, for non-uniformly distributed tag populations. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the normalized reader queries of all protocols for uniformly and non-uniformly distributed populations, respectively. Based on these two figures, we make the following two observations from the perspective of normalized reader queries for both uniform and non-uniform distributions. First, among all the 8 prior protocols, the traditional ATW protocol turns out to be the best. Second, the framed slotted Aloha in the C1G2 standard performs the worst even when we disregard the practical limitations on the frame sizes. Although BS is the best among the 3 prior nondeterministic tag identification protocols, it is not compliant with C1G2. Similarly, although ASAP is the best among the 2 prior hybrid tag identification protocols, it is not compliant with C1G2.
Identification Speed
TH improves the identification speed of the best prior C1G2 compliant nondeterministic, deterministic, and hybrid tag identification protocols by an average of 24%, 10%, and 21%, respectively, for uniformly distributed tag populations, and by an average of 63%, 37%, and 78%, respectively, for nonuniformly distributed tag populations. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the identification speed of all protocols for uniformly and non-uniformly distributed tag populations, respectively. Based on these two figures, we make the following two observations from the perspective of identification speed. First, among all 8 prior protocols, the traditional ATW protocol turns out to be the best for both uniform and non-uniform distributions. Second, although framed slotted Aloha is the worst in terms of normalized reader queries, its identification speed is not the worst. This is because in our experiments we allow it to use unrealistically large frame sizes, which leads to many empty slots and empty read is much faster than successful read and collision. 
Tag Side Comparison
On the tag side, we compare TH with the 8 prior protocols based on the following four metrics: (1) normalized tag responses, (2) response fairness, (3) normalized collisions, and (4) normalized empty reads. Normalized tag responses is the ratio of sum of responses of all tags during the identification process to the number of tags in the population. Response fairness is the Jain's fairness index given by
where xi is the total number of responses by tag i [11] . Normalized collisions is the ratio of total number of collisions during the identification process to the number of tags in the population. Normalized empty reads is the ratio of total number of empty reads during the identification process to the number of tags in the population. The first two metrics are important for active tags because active tags are powered by batteries. Lesser number of normalized tag responses mean lesser power consumption for active tags. Response fairness measures the variance in the number of responses per tag. Less fairness results in the depletion of the batteries of some tags more quickly compared to others. In large scale tag deployments, it is often nontrivial to identify tags with depleted batteries and replace them. Using an absolutely fair tag identification protocol, the batteries of all tags deplete at the same time and therefore all can be replaced at the same time. We use the Jain's fairness metric defined in [11] . For z tags, the fairness value is in the range [
, 1]. The higher this fairness value is, the more fair the protocol is. The second two metrics are important for understanding these identification protocols.
For normalized tag responses and response fairness, in Table 3 , we show the value of TH divided by that for the best prior C1G2 compliant protocol in the corresponding category of nondeterministic, deterministic, or hybrid. The absolute performance of TH and all prior 8 tag identification protocols is shown in Figures 9(a) to 11(b) , for both uniform and non-uniform distributions.
Normalized Tag Responses
TH reduces the normalized tag responses of the best prior C1G2 compliant nondeterministic, deterministic, and hybrid tag identification protocols by an average of 31%, 30%, and 62%, respectively, for uniformly distributed tag populations, and by an average of 32%, 26%, and 52%, respectively, for non-uniformly distributed tag populations. Figures 9(a) and  9(b) show the normalized tag responses of all protocols for uniformly and non-uniformly distributed tag populations, respectively. We make following 3 observations from these two figures. First, the normalized tag responses of BS, ABS, TW, MAS, and ASAP increase with increasing tag population size. Second, for non-uniformly distributed tag populations, the normalized tag responses of nondeterministic protocols is not affected by the block size because their performance is independent of tag ID distribution. In contrast, the normalized tag responses of deterministic protocols slightly increase with increasing block size. Third, among all 8 prior protocols, Aloha has the smallest number of normalized tag responses. This is because of the the unlimitedly large frame sizes that we used for Aloha. With large frame sizes, tags experience lesser collisions and thus reply fewer times.
Tag Response Fairness
TH improves the tag response fairness of the best prior C1G2 compliant nondeterministic, deterministic, and hybrid tag identification protocols by an average of 13%, 11%, and 10%, respectively, for uniformly distributed tag populations, and by an average of 35%, 2%, and 2%, respectively, for non-uniformly distributed tag populations. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the tag response fairness of all protocols for uniformly and non-uniformly distributed tag populations, respectively. We observe that among all 8 prior protocols, ASAP and ATW are the best for uniformly and non-uniformly distributed populations, respectively.
Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the distribution of the number of tag responses for each protocol for uniformly and nonuniformly distributed tag populations, respectively. For any protocol, the wider the horizontal span of its distribution is, the larger the range of the number of responses per tag it has. We observe that TH has the smallest range among all protocols for the number of responses per tag. 
Normalized Collisions
TH incurs smaller number of collisions than all 8 prior protocols for uniformly and non-uniformly distributed tag populations. Figures 12(a) and 12(b) show the normalized collisions for all protocols for uniformly and non-uniformly distributed tag populations, respectively. From these figures we make following 2 observations. First, Aloha incurs the smallest number of normalized collisions among all 8 prior protocols because of the unlimitedly large frame sizes that we used for it. Second, TW mostly incurs the largest number of normalized collisions for both types of populations. Figure 13 (a) and 13(b) show the normalized empty reads of all protocols for uniformly and non-uniformly distributed tag populations, respectively. From these figures, we observe that although the two prior C1G2 compliant protocols, TW and MAS, have fewer empty reads compared to TH for large block sizes, they have much larger number of collisions compared to TH, which makes their overall identification time much larger than TH. Note that the slightly larger number of empty reads for TH for large block sizes is immaterial because the time for an empty read is 5 times lesser than that for a collision and 10 times lesser than that for a successful read. Therefore, reducing collisions is more important than reducing empty reads.
Normalized Empty Reads
Note that the collisions and empty reads shown in Figures 12(a) and 13(a) , respectively, are consistent with the reader queries shown in Figure 7 (a) as well as the identification speed shown in Figure 8(a) . Similarly, the collisions and empty reads shown in Figures 12(b) and 13(b) , respectively, are consistent with the reader queries shown in Figure 7(b) as well as the identification speed shown in Figure  8(b) . For example, Figure 12(a) shows that TW has more collisions than Aloha, but 7(a) shows that Aloha has more queries than TW. This is because Aloha has much more empty reads than TW as shown in Figure 13(a) . Although Aloha has more queries than TW, Figure 8 (a) also shows that Aloha requires less identification time than TW. This is because an empty read is 5 times faster than a collision for a reader.
CONCLUSION
The technical novelty of this paper lies in that it represents the first effort to formulate the Tree Walking process mathematically and propose a method to minimize the expected number of queries. The significance of this paper in terms of impact lies in that the Tree Walking protocol is a fundamental multiple access protocol and has been standardized as an RFID tag identification protocol. Besides static optimality, our Tree Hopping protocol dynamically chooses a new optimal level after each subtree is traversed. We also presented methods to make our protocol reliable, to continuously scan tag populations that are dynamically changing, and to work with multiple readers with overlapping regions. Another key contribution of this paper is that we conducted a comprehensive side-by-side comparison of our protocol with eight major prior tag identification protocols that we implemented. Our experimental results show that our protocol significantly outperforms all prior tag identification protocols, even those that are not C1G2 compliant, for metrics such as the number of reader queries per tag, the identification speed, and the number of responses per tag. 
